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How to Define Your Values
When you're feeling a little "off" or are wanting more out of life, take a few
minutes to define your personal values.

@MIND_YOUR_MENTALS & THRIVEOXFORD.COM

Define your personal values by going through the provided list. Scan
the list 3 times. First, mark or write the values that stand out as
important. Next, indicate 10 from your list that seem to speak the most
to you. Lastly, choose 3 values to use as your compass in navigating
this chapter of your life. There are NO WORNG CHOICES.

Identify the significance of these values for yourself by reflecting on:
Why do I value these?
What values must I have in life to feel fulfilled?
What types of values keep showing up in my life?
What values are core to me and are influenced by my peers/parents?
What values challenge or stretch me the most?
What are the benefits of living by my values?

Determine if your current actions are consistent with your chosen
values by asking:
Which current behaviors/actions already confirm each of your core
values? 
Which current behaviors/actions don't align with the values you
chose?
What changes are you willing to make? 

Values are different than goals in that they can not be "accomplished",
they are simply guideposts for our choices in life. Revisit your values
often to ensure they are still appropriate for your stage in life. You can
re-define your values as often as you need to. Whether it's a New
Year's resolution, starting a new semester/job, change in relationship
status, feeling in a funk, or searching for meaning - check your values
then call your therapist 
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